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Student Achievement
 The teachers have been assessing students throughout our first five
weeks of school. Teachers have given students the DRA screener, read
naturally screener and individual assessments. This week we have
started the process of our assessment that took the place of Think
Link. The assessment is called the Map assessment. We are on day two
of giving this assessment and it is going very well. We should be finished
by the end of the week.
Playground
 The first phase of the playground is a complete. They put the last load
of mulch on the playground and it looks GREAT! We are so excited to
have this addition. We are in the process of forming a parent group to
help us with the raising of 20,000.00 dollars for our phase two of the
playground.
Parent Involvement
 I met with a group of parents and we formed a small committee and are
I the process of getting more parents to help with the fall festival and
other projects needed for Winn.

Technology
 Leah Spencer has made each child a wiki space. In this space the
children will be collecting their technology projects throughout the year.

We have already started this project. I’m attaching this page for your
viewing pleasure. This is a sample from one of these wiki sites.
 http://winnkindergarten.wikispaces.com/

Clubs at Kathryn Winn
We have already started many of our Clubs
 We have 60 students in our show choir this year. Mrs. Hodge has
broken these students into two groups. We are excited to have such a
large group of students wanting to participate.
 We have also added Dance to our after school club. Mrs. Hedges is
teaching about 60 students dance. We are really excited about this
addition as well.


Chess, Robotics STLP are starting soon. We are excited about the
opportunity to include more students in each of these clubs as well.

Quad blogging
 We have two teachers that have joined other teachers in and exciting
project called Quad blogging. Mrs. England and Mrs. Leach are very
excited to get to know their Quad classrooms from around the world.
The teachers take turns visiting each other’s classroom making comments
answering questions and learning from each other. I’m attaching this site
for your viewing pleasure as well.
https://pod51004.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=ZbTOag3AVkmes5WLE
AEJ94c03AiZRc4IEqeqkICxlQsSPRgSAhMhsdeeKEVlEyH1fDe0PswGo0.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fmrsenglandkindergarten.blogs
pot.com%2f

